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The production of ground-state and excited bottomonia in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions is
investigated within a kinetic-rate equation approach including regeneration. We augment our previ-
ous calculations by an improved treatment of medium effects, with temperature-dependent binding
energies and pertinent reaction rates, B-meson resonance states in the equilibrium limit near the
hadronization temperature, and a lattice-QCD based equation of state for the bulk medium. In addi-
tion to the centrality dependence of the bottomonium yields we compute their transverse-momentum
(pT ) spectra and elliptic flow with momentum-dependent reaction rates and a regeneration com-
ponent based on b-quark spectra from a nonperturbative transport model of heavy-quark diffusion.
The latter has noticeable consequences for the shape of the bottomonium pT spectra. We quan-
tify how uncertainties in the various modeling components affect the predictions for observables.
Based on this we argue that the Υ(1S) suppression is a promising observable for mapping out the
in-medium properties of the QCD force, while Υ(2S) production can help to quantify the role of
regeneration from partially thermalized b quarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy quarkonia have long been recognized as a
promising probe of the modifications of the fundamen-
tal QCD force in hot and dense matter. In vacuum, the
potential between a heavy quark and antiquark is well es-
tablished in terms of a short-range Coulombic part and
a long-range linear “confining” part, which allows for a
robust phenomenology of the charmonium and bottomo-
nium bound-state spectra. This can serve as a controlled
starting point for their in-medium spectroscopy [1–4].
Measurements of quarkonia in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion
collisions (URHICs) have much progressed over the last
decade, mostly carried out via the dilepton decay channel
of the vector states J/ψ, ψ′ and the Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) family,
cf. Refs. [5, 6] for recent overviews. While the observed
invariant-mass spectrum does not include significant in-
formation about their in-medium properties (since the
vast majority of the dilepton decays occurs long after the
fireball has frozen out), systematic studies of quarkonium
production yields as a function of collision centrality, en-
ergy (
√
s), and transverse momentum (pT ) have provided
a rich source of information on how their properties are
affected in the presence of a hot QCD medium.
For charmonia, an interplay of thermal suppression and
regeneration reactions throughout the evolution of the
fireball formed in nuclear collisions turned out to provide
a suitable framework to describe the observed production
patterns from CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)
energy (0.017TeV) [7], via BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) energy (0.039-0.2TeV) [8, 9], to CERN
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) energy (2.76TeV) [10], see
also [11–18]. In particular, the relative enhancement of
J/ψ yields when going from RHIC to the LHC was antic-
ipated as a consequence of regeneration processes which
intensify in the presence of larger charm-quark densities
in the system. This interpretation was corroborated by
the measured pT spectra, which confirmed the predic-
tion that the regeneration yields are concentrated at low
pT <∼mΨ [10].
For bottomonia, the role of regeneration processes is
less obvious. In Pb-Pb(
√
s=2.76TeV) collisions at the
LHC, the CMS Collaboration [19] reported a “sequen-
tial suppression” of bottomonia, characterized by an
increasing level of suppression for Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and
Υ(3S) states, following their ordering in vacuum bind-
ing energy. These data, along with the inclusive Υ
data from the STAR and PHENIX Collaborations in Au-
Au(
√
s=0.2TeV) and U-U(
√
s=0.193TeV) collisions at
RHIC [20–22], can indeed be reasonably well described
by models which do not include regeneration contribu-
tions [23–25]. This is more challenging for recent ALICE
data at forward rapidity, which exhibit stronger suppres-
sion [26] than at mid-rapidity, even though a less dense
medium is expected to form at forward rapidity. Cold-
nuclear-matter (CNM) effects may play a role in this ob-
servation, as shadowing effects could be more pronounced
at forward rapidity. Since the typical ratio of Υ rela-
tive to total bb¯ production is only about 0.1% in elemen-
tary pp collisions (compared to ∼1% for charmonium to
total cc¯ production), even small regeneration yields in
URHICs may give a significant contribution to the ob-
served Υ production [27]. In Ref. [28], this was quantita-
tively investigated in a kinetic-rate-equation framework.
On the one hand, it was found that regeneration con-
tributions in 2.76TeV Pb-Pb collisions are moderate for
the Υ(1S) state, at a ∼20% level of the total yield in
central Pb-Pb collisions (including feeddown from higher
states). On the other hand, with a strong suppression
of primordially produced Υ(2S) states [down to <∼ 5%
in central Pb-Pb(2.76TeV] collisions), the regeneration
yield emerged as the dominant source for semi-central
and central collisions. The calculated centrality depen-
dence of the nuclear modification factors for both Υ(1S)
2and Υ(2S) turned out to be in approximate agreement
with the CMS data, provided a so-called “strong-binding
scenario” (SBS) was employed, where the bottomonium
binding energies were assumed to be at their vacuum val-
ues. This was qualitatively motivated by theoretical sce-
narios with a heavy-quark (HQ) potential taken as the
internal energy computed in lattice QCD (lQCD) [29].
Similar findings where also reported in other transport
approaches [23, 30]. The magnitude of the regeneration
contribution for the Υ(1S) , however, does not suffice to
account for the stronger suppression of the ALICE data
at forward rapidity, relative to mid-rapidity. Clearly, the
decomposition into primordial and regenerated compo-
nents requires further studies. In the meantime, the CMS
Collaboration has released pT spectra for both Υ(1S) and
Υ(2S) [31], providing an excellent opportunity for addi-
tional tests and tuning of model calculations [23].
In the present work we extend our previous calcula-
tions of bottomonium kinetics in the fireballs of URHICs
in several respects. For a more realistic treatment of the
in-medium properties of bottomonia we implement in-
medium binding energies as extracted from microscopic
T -matrix calculations [29]. These affect both the inelastic
reaction rates and the equilibrium limit of bottomonium
abundances which figure in the regeneration reactions.
The space-time evolution of the fireball is updated by
using a lQCD-based equation of state (EoS) [32]. We
compute the production yields of Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) states as
well as their pT spectra and the elliptic flow (v2) based on
3-momentum dependent dissociation rates and b-quark
spectra for regeneration processes which are taken from
nonperturbative transport simulations (which give a fair
description of open-bottom observables at the LHC [33]).
In contrast to c quarks, b-quark spectra are not expected
to reach near thermalization at the RHIC and the LHC,
which has a significant impact on the pT dependence of
bottomonium regeneration. Since primordial Υ states
are not expected to acquire a large v2, their measured
total v2 may provide a greater sensitivity to regeneration
processes than the inclusive yields or even pT spectra.
We also calculate bottomonium observables for 5.02TeV
Pb-Pb collisions as recently measured at the LHC.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
briefly recall the basic ingredients of our kinetic-rate-
equation approach, with emphasis on its improvements
over previous work [28]. In particular, we scrutinize var-
ious mechanisms in the dissociation rates in the presence
of in-medium effects on the bottomonium binding ener-
gies, improve the Υ equilibrium limits by accounting for
B-meson resonance states near Tc (Sec. II A), and re-
place a massless-gas EoS in the fireball evolution with a
parametrization from lQCD (Sec. II B); we also discuss
how we calculate Y pT spectra and their elliptic flow
(Sec. II C), and the open-bottom and bottomonium in-
put cross sections needed for phenomenology (Sec. II D).
In Sec. III we start the systematic comparison of our up-
dated results to available data with Au-Au and U-U sys-
tems at the RHIC including both centrality (Sec. III A)
and pT dependencies (Sec. III B). In Sec. IV we turn to
Pb-Pb(2.76TeV) collisions at the LHC, studying central-
ity and rapidity dependencies for both the previously
employed SBS (Sec. IVA) and our updated approach
(Sec. IVB), conducting a sensitivity study of model pa-
rameters (Sec. IVC), and then turning to pT spectra
(Sec. IVD) and v2 (Sec. IVE). In Sec. V we provide pre-
dictions for Pb-Pb(5.02TeV) collisions, again contrasting
the previous SBS (Sec. VA) with the updated approach
(Sec. VB), including comparisons to recently available
data for Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) states. In Sec. VI we
summarize our results in terms of an excitation function
of the nuclear modification factor for both Υ(1S) and
Υ(2S) in comparison to data from the RHIC and the
LHC. In Sec. VII we summarize and conclude.
II. BOTTOMONIUM TRANSPORT IN MEDIUM
In this work we utilize a kinetic-rate equation [11] as
our simulation tool for the time evolution of bottomo-
nium abundances in URHICs [27, 28]. We first introduce
its basic framework and main transport parameters – re-
action rate and equilibrium limit – in Sec. II A, review
the bulk medium evolution in Sec. II B, describe the cal-
culation of the pT spectra and elliptic flow of bottomonia
in Sec. II C, and summarize our input cross sections to
the rate equation for open bottom and bottomonia as
constrained by pp data in Sec. II D.
A. Kinetic rate equation and transport coefficients
The rate equation for a given Y state is characterized
by loss and gain terms as
dNY (τ)
dτ
= −ΓY (T (τ)) [NY (τ) −N eqY (T (τ))] , (1)
where the two transport coefficients are the inelas-
tic reaction rate, ΓY , and the equilibrium limit,
N eqY . We include the bottomonium states Y =
Υ(1S),Υ(2S),Υ(3S), χb(1P ) and χb(2P ), where we com-
bine the three states χb0,1,2 into a single one, as their
vacuum mass splittings are within ∼60MeV. Since the
vacuum binding energies of most of these states, com-
monly defined as EYB = 2mB − mY , are significantly
larger than the pseudo-critical QCD transition tempera-
ture, Tpc, we neglect inelastic reactions in the hadronic
phase (they may become important for EYB <∼Tpc, i.e., for
the Υ(3S), and χb(2P ), similarly to the ψ
′ [34]) and focus
on the kinetics in the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) down
to a (pseudo-) critical temperature of Tpc=170MeV.
1. In-medium binding energies and dissociation rates
The nature of the quarkonium dissociation rate in
the QGP depends on the interplay of bound-state scales
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FIG. 1: Bottomonium binding energies for the SBS (vacuum
EB’s, dotted lines) [28] and T -matrix binding scenarios (TBS)
with baseline value [29] η=1.0 (solid lines), and a 10% smaller
(η=0.9, dashed lines) or larger (η=1.1, dash-dotted lines) re-
duction in ∆EB(T ); cf. Eq. (3). The red, green, and blue
lines are for Υ(1S), χb, and Υ(2S) states, respectively.
(e.g., size and binding energy) and medium scales (e.g.,
screening length (inverse Debye mass) and tempera-
ture) [27, 35, 36]. Our starting point is different scenarios
for the in-medium binding energies, EYB (T ), of the vari-
ous bottomonium states. One may consider this as fun-
damental information that one would like to extract from
the experimental data. This also includes the “melting”
temperatures at which the states cease to exist, which
generally do not coincide with a vanishing binding energy
due to finite dissociation widths. However, the latter al-
ready affect the yields at temperatures (well) below the
melting temperature, while the binding energies affect
the dissociation mechanisms. In previous work [27, 28],
the binding energies were bracketed by a strong-binding
scenario (SBS), where the vacuum binding was simply as-
sumed at all temperatures, and a weak-binding scenario
(WBS), which was based on a screened Cornell poten-
tial [37] with a perturbative screening mass, mD ∼ gT
(see Fig. 3 in Ref. [27] or Fig. 1 in Ref. [28]). These sce-
narios were coupled with appropriate dissociation mech-
anisms, i.e., gluo-dissociation (g + Y → b + b¯) for the
SBS and quasifree dissociation (p + Y → b + b¯ + p with
p = q, q¯, g) for the WBS.
In the present work we instead adopt in-medium bind-
ing energies predicted by thermodynamic T -matrix cal-
culations [29] using internal-energy potentials, UQ¯Q, from
lQCD. This choice for the underlying potential is moti-
vated by a better agreement with quarkonium correlators
and charmonium phenomenology [13] compared to more
weakly coupled scenarios (such as the free energy, FQ¯Q),
and also by yielding a much smaller (i.e., more strongly
coupled) heavy-quark diffusion coefficient which is pre-
ferred by open heavy-flavor phenomenology [33]. More
rigorous determinations of the in-medium potential are
underway [38] and will be investigated in future work.
We denote the T -matrix binding scenario by TBS, and
replot the temperature-dependent ground state binding
energy by the red solid line in Fig. 1, as extracted from
Fig. 27 left in Ref. [29]. We implement this together with
the assumption of Y bound-state masses fixed at their
vacuum values. This allows us to extract the in-medium
b-quark mass from the relation
mΥ(1S) = 2mb(T )− EΥ(1S)B (T ) , (2)
and subsequently use this expression to infer the bind-
ing energies, EYB (T ), of the excited states, which are also
shown in Fig. 1. The use of internal energies from dif-
ferent lQCD computations induces uncertainties of a few
tens of percent in the T -matrix calculations of E
Υ(1S)
B (T ).
To account for this, we will also allow for two scenarios
where the in-medium reduction of the Υ(1S) binding en-
ergy, ∆EB(T ) = E
vac
B − EB(T ), is decreased (increased)
by 10%, i.e.,
EηB(T ) ≡ EvacB − η∆EB(T ) (3)
with η=0.9 (η=1.1). This scenario is shown by the
dashed (dash-dotted) lines in Fig. 1. In principle, one
could consider η as a parameter to be extracted from
a best fit to data. It turns out that the baseline TBS
(η=1.0) transitions from the SBS close to Tpc to the
WBS at temperatures above T ≃ 350MeV, where the
binding energies of the excited states have vanished and
the ground-state binding has dropped to about 200MeV.
Next we turn to the bottomonium dissociation rates,
starting with gluo-dissociation for Y + g → bb¯ given
by [39]
ΓgdY (pΥ, T ) =
∫
d3pg
(2π)3
dgfg(ωg, T )vrelσY g→bb¯(s) . (4)
Here, fg(ωg, T ) = (exp
(ωg
T
)− 1)−1 is the Bose distribu-
tion of gluons (with degeneracy dg=16), s = (p
(4)+p
(4)
g )2,
and
vrel =
√
(p
(4)
1 · p(4)2 )2 −m21m22
ω1ω2
(5)
is the relative velocity of incoming particles. The gluo-
dissociation cross sections for the different Y states are
detailed in Appendix A. These rates have been utilized
within the SBS in a heat bath of massless partons in
Ref. [28] and are reproduced in the upper panel of Fig. 2.
They are quite large, especially for the excited states,
and were found to be compatible with the strong suppres-
sion of the Υ(2S) observed at the LHC. However, mass-
less partons overestimate the EoS at given temperature,
especially near Tpc. Here we implement thermal gluon
masses, mg =
√
1/2(1 +Nf/6)gT , which suppress the
rates not only for low temperatures (where mg < EB),
but even more so once the gluon mass becomes compara-
ble to the binding energy, For example, at T=300MeV,
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FIG. 2: Bottomonium dissociation rates in QGP for the SBS
using gluo-dissociation with massless (upper panel) or mas-
sive gluons (dash-dotted lines in the middle and lower panel).
The middle and lower panels also show the rates from in-
elastic “quasifree” scattering off massive quarks and gluons
(dotted lines) without (middle panel) and with (lower panel)
interference corrections, and their sum with massive gluo-
dissociation rates (solid lines). All rates are evaluated at zero
Y 3-momentum with a strong coupling constant of g=2.0.
the rates for the excited states are suppressed by around
a factor of 2; see the dash-dotted lines in the middle (or
lower) panel of Fig. 2.
In addition to gluo-dissociation, next-to-leading order
inelastic parton scattering, p + Y → b + b¯ + p with p =
q, q¯, g, can suppress (or regenerate) Y bound states. The
pertinent rate reads
ΓqfY (p, T ) =
∑
p
∫
d3pp
(2π)3
dpfp(ωp, T )vrelσY p→bb¯p(s) , (6)
where fp is the Fermi or Bose distribution for p=q,q¯ or g.
In previous work we have treated inelastic parton disso-
ciation in “quasifree” (qf) approximation, applicable for
weakly bound states, where the recoil of the spectator
heavy quark or antiquark is neglected while conserving
4-momentum [35]. For binding energies comparable to,
or larger than, the temperature sizable corrections are
expected due to interference effects between the parton
scattering off the heavy quark and antiquark [40, 41].
In particular, in the limit of small bound-state size,
r → 0, the width vanishes since the colored medium par-
ton does not resolve the color-neutral Y configuration
anymore. These corrections amount to an interference
factor (1−ei~q·~r) in the expression for the width, where ~q is
the 3-momentum of the exchanged gluon. We implement
the interference factor into the previously used quasifree
width expression with the identification ~q 2 ≃ −t. The
resulting Y widths for inelastic scattering off massive par-
tons without and with interference correction are shown
by the dotted lines in the middle and lower panels of
Fig. 2, respectively. As expected, for the SBS the interfer-
ence effects give large corrections, suppressing the rates
by typically a factor of around 5 (more/less at low/high
temperature). The massive quasifree rates are generally
well below the massive gluo-dissociation rates, except for
the Y (2S) for T >∼ 450MeV.
Our final scenario implements in-medium binding en-
ergies based on T -matrix calculations (TBS) of Ref. [29].
The reduced binding energies entail a substantial increase
of the quasifree rates over the SBS, especially for the
Υ(1S). Within the TBS, the latter shows significant
sensitivity to the in-medium binding energy. For exam-
ple, at T=350MeV, when going from the η=1.0 baseline
scenario to η = 0.9 (η = 1.1), where the binding en-
ergy varies from ∼200MeV in the former to ∼300MeV
(∼100MeV) in the latter, the width decreases (increases)
by about 25% (50%), from 80 to 60MeV (120MeV), and
similarly at other temperatures, see Fig. 3. Variations
in the already small binding energy of the excited states
have rather little impact on their rates. Furthermore, the
gluo-dissociation mechanism in the TBS is only relevant
in a small temperature window above Tpc.
We note that the Bose-enhancement/Pauli-blocking
factors, (1±fp), of the outgoing light partons in the
quasifree reaction rate, Eq. (6), have been neglected.
Their effect is an increase/decrease of the rate for outgo-
ing gluons/quarks by less than 10%, respectively, which
essentially cancel each other in the sum; see Fig. 4.
In Figs. 5, 6 and 7 we display the 3-momentum (p)
dependence of the rates for the binding energy scenar-
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FIG. 3: Bottomonium dissociation rates for the in-medium
T -matrix binding scenario (TBS) in a massive thermal par-
ton gas. Upper panel: baseline TBS (with η=1.0 in Fig. 1);
middle (lower) panel: TBS with increased (decreased) binding
energies η=0.9 (η=1.1); note that η=0 recovers the SBS. The
dash-dotted and solid lines correspond to gluo-dissociation
and inelastic parton scattering, respectively, while red, green,
and blue colors represent Υ(1S), χb(1P ) and Υ(2S) states, re-
spectively. Dissociation rates are evaluated at bottomonium
3-momentum p=0. Interference corrections are included in
the quasifree inelastic parton scattering.
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evaluated at p=0 for Υ(1S). Interference corrections are in-
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ios discussed above. Generically, gluo-dissociation differs
from inelastic parton scattering in that the rate decreases
with 3-momentum while that of the inelastic parton scat-
tering increases. This is a direct consequence of the un-
derlying matrix element (or cross section), which, as a
function of incoming parton energy, peaks slightly above
the binding energy for gluo-dissociation while it mono-
tonically increases for inelastic parton scattering. The
increase with p of the latter is more pronounced for larger
binding energies, primarily due to the opening of phase
space. For the SBS with massless partons (upper panel
of Fig. 5) the p dependence for gluo-dissociation rate is
rather flat at low T but starts to develop a decreasing
trend for the excited states with increasing T . For the
massive parton gas, this decreasing trend persists but is
largely compensated once inelastic parton scattering is
included (lower panel of Fig. 5).
For the TBS, the inelastic parton scattering at low T
results in a marked increase of the rates with p for all Y
states (upper panel of Fig. 6), mostly due to the phase
space restrictions st low p imposed by the still sizable
binding energies. At higher T , where the binding is much
reduced, this trend weakens (lower panel of Fig. 6). Note
that at T=300MeV, both Υ(2S) and χb(1P ) have essen-
tially become unbound so that the rate corresponds to
twice the b-quark scattering rate. At this temperature,
the Υ(1S) still carries a significant binding energy which
induces a more pronounced p dependence (as well as sen-
sitivity to the binding energy). The gluo-dissociation
rates in the TBS are shown in Fig. 7. Except for the
Υ(1S) at low T (where it is still strongly bound), they
exhibit the usual decreasing trend with p. They vanish
for the excited states as soon as they become unbound
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FIG. 5: Three-momentum dependence of bottomonium dis-
sociation rates in the SBS (vacuum binding). Upper panel:
gluo-dissociation with massless partons at T=180MeV (dash-
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(for T <∼ 300MeV), while they are quite significant close
to Tpc thus counter-balancing the increasing trend of the
quasifree rate. This also applies to the Υ(1S) as long as
its binding energy is larger than the temperature, i.e.,
for T <∼ 300MeV.
2. Equilibrium limit
Detailed balance between dissociation and formation
reactions implies that the long-time limit of the rate
equation recovers the equilibrium abundances of quarko-
nia, N eqY in Eq. (1). Assuming that the total number of
bb¯ pairs is conserved throughout the fireball expansion, a
pertinent conservation law is formulated,
Nbb¯ =
1
2
γbnopVFB
I1(γbnopVFB)
I0(γbnopVFB)
+ γ2bnhidVFB , (7)
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FIG. 6: Three-momentum dependence of bottomonium disso-
ciation rates from inelastic massive-parton scattering in the
TBS for T=180MeV (upper panel) and T=300MeV (lower
panel). The solid and dash-dotted lines correspond to the
baseline TBS (η=1.0) and an increased (decreased) binding
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lines correspond to the Υ, χb(1P ), and Υ(2S) states, respec-
tively.
where the sum of thermal densities of open (nop) and
hidden (nhid) bottom states in the system is matched to
Nbb¯ via a temperature-dependent fugacity factor, γb, for
each centrality of an AA collision at given energy. The
bottom densities are evaluated at each temperature ac-
cording to the phase of the fireball at volume VFB, i.e.,
with bottom quarks in the QGP for T > Tpc, with bot-
tom hadrons in the hadronic phase for T < Tpc, and via
a standard mixed-phase partitioning for T = Tc (if appli-
cable, see Sec. II B for a discussion on the mixed phase).
The number of bb¯ pairs at given impact parameter is
determined by the production cross section σpp→bb¯, as
Nbb¯ = (σpp→bb¯/σ
inel
pp )NcollSCNM, where Ncoll denotes the
number of primordial NN collisions upon first impact of
the incoming nuclei and SCNM is a shadowing correction.
The thermal equilibrium value of a bottomonium state
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FIG. 7: Three-momentum dependence of bottomonium rates
from gluo-dissociation in the TBS for the baseline sce-
nario (η=1.0, upper panel) and increased (decreased) bind-
ing η=0.9, middle panel (η=1.1, lower panel) at T=180MeV
(dash-dotted lines) and T=300MeV (solid lines). The red,
green and blue lines correspond to the Υ, χb(1P ), and Υ(2S)
states, respectively.
then follows as
N eqY (T ) = VFBγ
2
b (T )nY (mY ;T ) . (8)
Three corrections to the equilibrium limit are in order
for a more realistic implementation in URHICs, two due
to chemistry and one due to kinetics (sensitivity checks
of the parameters associated with these corrections will
be elaborated in Sec. IVC).
The first correction concerns a finite correlation vol-
ume, Vcorr, which accounts for the finite distance by
which a single bb¯ can separate after essentially point-like
production [42]. This limits the available phase space,
which we model following our previous treatment of char-
monia [11], by replacing the volume factor in the canoni-
cal suppression factor represented by the modified Bessel
functions in Eq. (7) by
Vcorr =
4
3
π (r0 + 〈vb〉t)3 , (9)
that is,
Nbb¯ =
1
2
γbnopVFB
I1(γbnopVcorr)
I0(γbnopVcorr)
+ γ2bnhidVFB . (10)
The initial radius of the correlation volume, r0≃0.8-
1.2 fm, characterizes a typical strong interaction range,
and the recoil velocity, 〈vb〉=0.6-0.7, is estimated from
B-meson pT spectra (we use the central values unless
otherwise noted). For an increasing number of bb¯ pairs,
the individual correlation volumes may overlap, eventu-
ally merging into a single one to be used in the canonical
suppression factor.
The second correction, further following our previ-
ous treatment of charmonia [13], concerns the emer-
gence of open-bottom hadronic degrees of freedom as Tpc
is approached from above (this has recently been sup-
ported in an analysis of charm susceptibilities computed
in lQCD [43]). Specifically, we allow for the existence of
ground-state (S-wave) open-bottom mesons B, B∗, Bs,
and B∗s with their respective spin-isospin degeneracies.
The presence of such states reduces the b-quark fugacity
factor and thus the equilibrium limit of the bottomonium
states in the rate equation. Going up in temperature
from Tpc, we continuously phase out the resonance states
around a switching temperature of T=220MeV to obtain
a smooth connection to b-quark only degrees of freedom,
cf. Fig. 8. We will elaborate on the impact of this ef-
fect on the regeneration contribution to the Y RAA’s in
nuclear collisions in Sec. IVC.
The third correction to the equilibrium limit arises
from an incomplete kinetic equilibration of b quarks in
URHICs, which affects the gain term in the rate equa-
tion (1). In particular, harder b-quark spectra than the
thermalized limit imply a reduced phase space overlap
for bound-state formation. Following Ref. [44], we model
this by implementing a thermal relaxation factor into the
Y equilibrium limits,
R(τ) = 1− exp
(
−
∫ τ
τ0
τ ′
τb
dτ ′
)
, (11)
with a b-quark relaxation time of τb ≃ 11 fm/c [29] at
∼2Tc, slowly increasing with decreasing temperature.
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This approximation has been supported by the studies
in Ref. [45].
B. Bulk medium evolution and solutions of the
rate equation
To solve the rate equation, the space-time evolution of
the medium is needed. We assume the conservation of
total entropy in a cylindrical isotropic fireball expansion
of volume
VFB(τ) = (z0 + vzτ)π
(
R0 +
√
a2T τ
2 + 1− 1
aT
)2
(12)
with a relativistic transverse acceleration and initial
transverse radius R0 estimated from the Glauber model.
The total entropy,
Stotal = sQGP(T )VFB(τ) , (13)
is determined from the final-state hadron multiplici-
ties for a collision of given energy and centrality [e.g.,
Stot=22000 for Pb-Pb(2.76TeV) covering ∆y=1.8 units
in rapidity]. For the QGP entropy density, sQGP(T ), we
update our previous massless quasiparticle EoS with a fit
to lQCD data [32] for the TBS calculation. The initial
longitudinal length in the Bjorken limit is the product
of the rapidity coverage of the fireball, ∆y=1.8 and the
QGP formation time, τ0 [for which we use 0.2(0.6) fm at
LHC (RHIC) energies], z0 = ∆yτ0. The relative longitu-
dinal velocity of the two fireball fronts for ∆y=1.8 corre-
sponds to vz=1.4, and the relativistic transverse acceler-
ation is taken as aT=0.1/fm. For the case of the quasi-
particle EoS, we define the QGP fraction in the mixed
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FIG. 9: Temperature evolution of the expanding firecylinder
for central Pb-Pb(2.76TeV) collisions using a lattice EoS with
Tpc=170MeV (red solid line), compared to a massless quasi-
particle EoS with mixed phase at Tc=180MeV (blue dashed
line).
phase as
fQGP(τ) =
s(τ) − sHG(Tc)
sQGP(Tc)− sHG(Tc) (14)
where s(τ) = Stotal/VFB(τ), sHG(Tc) is the entropy den-
sity of the hadron gas at Tc=180MeV (as used previ-
ously), and fHG(τ) = 1 − fQGP(τ). The resulting time
evolutions of temperature for central Pb-Pb(2.76TeV)
collisions for the massless quasiparticle EoS and the up-
dated lQCD EoS are compared in Fig. 9. The nonpertur-
bative effects lead to slightly higher (lower) temperatures
in the transition (high-temperature) region, as well as the
absence of a mixed phase. The lifetimes at the end of the
QGP/mixed phase are within ∼10%.
We now have all ingredients to solve the rate equa-
tion. For later purposes, we will decompose it into two
parts. The suppression-only (or primordial) part is ob-
tained from
dNprimY (τ)
dτ
= −ΓY (τ)NprimY (τ) , (15)
which has the solution
NprimY (τ) = N
prim
Y (τ0) exp

−
τ∫
τ0
ΓY (τ
′)dτ ′

 , (16)
characterizing the primordially produced bottomonia
which survive the fireball evolution. On the other hand,
subtracting the rate equation of the primordial compo-
nent from the total one yields an equation for the regen-
erated component,
dN regY (τ)
dτ
= −ΓY (τ) [N regY (τ)−N eqY (τ)] , (17)
9whose solution can also be written in a closed form as
N regY (τ) =
τ∫
τdiss
ΓY (τ
′)N eqY (τ
′) exp
(
τ ′∫
τdiss
ΓY (τ
′′)dτ ′′
)
dτ ′
exp
(
τ∫
τdiss
ΓY (τ ′′)dτ ′′
)
=
τ∫
τdiss
ΓY (τ
′)N eqY (τ
′)e
−
τ∫
τ′
ΓY (τ
′′)dτ ′′
dτ ′ (18)
where the total lifetime of the fireball, τ=τf , is given
by the end of the QGP/mixed phase. The exponential
factor e
−
∫
τ
τ′
ΓY (τ
′′)dτ ′′
in the last line represents the in-
medium suppression of the regenerated quarkonia. The
lower integration bound τdiss characterizes the time in the
fireball evolution where the temperature has dropped to
the dissociation temperature of a given Y state, below
which regeneration becomes operative. For the TBS, we
have Tdiss≃260MeV, 240MeV and 190MeV for χb(1P ),
Υ(2S) and Υ(3S), respectively. The initial condition,
NprimY (τ0) = Ncoll
σtotpp→Y
σinelpp
SYCNM for the Y numbers in-
cludes CNM effects, in particular nuclear shadowing, cal-
culated from the Glauber model (nuclear absorption is
included at the RHIC but neglected at the LHC due to
the short nuclear passage time).
C. Transverse-momentum spectra and elliptic flow
The rate equation approach above provides the 3-
momentum inclusive yields of the produced bottomo-
nia. The explicit 3-momentum dependence of the yields
can be recovered in an approximate way by utilizing
the decomposition into primordial and regenerated com-
ponents discussed above, following Ref. [46]. For the
primordial component, one straightforwardly solves the
space-time dependent Boltzmann equation for the bot-
tomonium phase space distribution function while for
the regeneration component a coalescence model is em-
ployed. This is elaborated in more detail in the respec-
tive Secs. II C 1 and II C2, while Sec. II C 3 discusses our
evaluation of the bottomonium elliptic flow.
1. Transverse-momentum spectra of surviving primordial
bottomonia
Without a gain term (and without a mean field),
the Boltzmann transport equation for the bottomonium
phase space distribution, fY , reads
∂fY (~x, ~p, τ)
∂τ
+ ~v · ∂fY (~x, ~p, τ)
∂~x
= −ΓY (~p, T (τ))fY (~x, ~p, τ)
(19)
where ~v = ~p/Ep denotes the bottomonium velocity (E
2
p =
m2Y + p
2) and ΓY (p, T ) the 3-momentum dependent dis-
sociation rate (as displayed in Figs. 5, 6, and 7). Its
solution can be cast in the form
fY (~x, ~p, τ) = fY (~x − ~v(τ − τ0), ~p, τ0)e
−
τ∫
τ0
ΓY (~p,T (τ
′))dτ ′
,
(20)
from which pT spectra can be extracted assuming boost
invariance as
d2NY (pT , φ)
d2pT
=
∫
fY (~xT , ~pT , τ)d
2xT . (21)
The initial phase-space distribution, fY (~x, ~pT , τ0) =
fGlbY (~x)f
AA
Y (~pT ), is factorized into pT spectra taken from
experimental data in pp collisions and a Glauber model
for the spatial distribution,
fGlbY (~xT ) =
∫
ρA(~xT +~b/2, z)ρA(~xT −~b/2, z′)dzdz′
(22)
for an AA collision at impact parameter b.
We furthermore include formation time effects [47–49]
to account for the finite time for the bound state to de-
velop from the primordially produced bb¯ wave package.
This evolution tends to reduce the suppression rate, in-
tuitively associated with a geometric expansion of the
wave package from its near point-like production to the
bound-state size [50]. Accordingly, we assume the forma-
tion time τform to depend on the vacuum binding energy,
and correct the dissociation rate for τ ≤ τformγ as
αY (~p, T (τ)) ≡ ΓY (~p, T (τ)) τ
τform
mY√
p2 +m2Y
. (23)
in the (early) evolution of the primordial pT spectra.
The explicit formation time values for Υ(1S), Υ(2S)
and Υ(3S) are chosen as 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 fm, respec-
tively. The latter two are close to typical values used
for the J/ψ and χc, as they have comparable binding en-
ergies [EB(J/ψ)≃640MeV vs. EB(Υ(2S))≃540MeV, and
EB(χc)≃230MeV vs. EB(Υ(3S))≃200MeV]. The inverse
Lorentz-γ factor, γ−1 = mY√
p2+m2
Y
, suppresses the high-
pT reaction rates especially for excited states which have
larger formation times. The reduced primordial suppres-
sion at high pT counterbalances the pT dependence in the
thermal dissociation rates.
2. Transverse-momentum spectra from regeneration
The momentum spectra of regenerated quarkonia carry
the imprint of the momentum distributions of the recom-
bining heavy quarks (or mesons). For charmonia, the
regeneration typically occurs several fm/c into the evo-
lution of the fireball, where charm-quark spectra, with a
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thermal relaxation rate of a few fm/c, are probably not
far from their equilibrium distribution. Thus, the regen-
erated charmonia can be rather well approximated by a
blast-wave description close to Tpc, which is supported by
the momentum spectra measured at the LHC [10]. The
situation changes for bottom(onium), primarily because
the ∼3 times larger b-quark mass, relative to c quarks,
implies a factor 3 longer thermal relaxation times, and,
to a lesser extent, because bottomonia are formed earlier
in the fireball evolution, due to their larger binding ener-
gies. Therefore, approximating regenerated bottomonia
with a thermal blast-wave expression cannot be expected
to be accurate. Instead, we here resort to an instanta-
neous coalescence model [51], which allows us to use more
realistic nonequilibrium transverse-momentum spectra of
b quarks as input. We take these spectra from relativistic
Langevin simulations of heavy quarks [33] in a hydrody-
namic background medium (akin to the fireball evolution
used for the rate equation) with nonperturbative heavy-
quark transport coefficients which are computed from the
same underlying T -matrix interactions [29] as the bot-
tomonium binding energies discussed in Sec. II A 1.
The expression for the 2-differential pT spectra of
an Y meson formed through instantaneous coalescence
from bottom quark and antiquarks with pt distributions,
d2Nb,b¯/d
2pT (or d
2N coalY /d
2pT ), is given by [51]
d2N coalY (pT , φ)
d2pT
= Creg
∫
d2p1td
2p2t
d2Nb
d2p1t
d2Nb¯
d2p2t
× δ(2)(~pT − ~p1t − ~p2t)
×Θ
[
∆2p −
(~p1t − ~p2t)2
4
+
(m1t −m2t)2
4
]
.
(24)
Here, Creg denotes a normalization constant which is
matched to the regeneration yield obtained from the rate
equation, and mt =
√
p2t +m
2
b is the transverse mass of
the b quarks. The Θ function characterizes the momen-
tum space wave function of the formed Y , suppressing
high relative momenta of the coalescing b quarks. The co-
variant momentum space radius, ∆p, is inversely propor-
tional to the coordinate-space radius via the uncertainty
relation, ∆p∆x ≃ 1. We use ∆x ≃ rΥ[Υ(2S),χb(1P )] =
0.2[0.5] fm. The pT spectra are obtained by integrating
the 2-differential spectrum in Eq. (24) over the azimuthal
angle,
dN coalY (pT )
dpT
=
2π∫
0
d2N coalY (pT , φ)
d2pT
pTdφ . (25)
As an estimate of the uncertainty in the regeneration
time, we will adopt snapshots of the evolving b-quark
distributions from the Langevin simulations at different
local temperatures with pertinent flow velocities in the
underlying hydro evolution of Ref. [33].
Finally, to account for the pT dependence of the forma-
tion rate, which is not captured by the instantaneous coa-
lescence approximation, we weight the coalescence spec-
trum, Eq. (25), by the pT dependence of the inelastic
reaction rate,
dN regY
dpT
= ΓˆY (pT , T¯reg)
dN coalY
dpT
(26)
where ΓˆY (pT , T¯reg) ≡ ΓY (pT , T¯reg)/Γ¯Y (T¯reg) includes a
normalization Γ¯Y such that the norm of the regenera-
tion component as obtained from the rate equation is
preserved.
3. Elliptic flow
Another observable with a potential to disentangle pri-
mordially produced and regenerated quarkonia is their
elliptic flow. It is quantified by the second coefficient,
v2(pT ), in the the Fourier expansion of their azimuthal-
angle differential distribution,
d2N
d2pT
=
1
2π
dN(pT )
pTdpT
[1 + 2v2(pT )cos(2φ) + . . . ], (27)
where φ is defined relative to the x axis, which lies in the
reaction plane aligned with the impact parameter. At
mid-rapidity, odd harmonics are suppressed, while higher
even harmonics (v4, v6, . . . ) for bulk hadron production
are typically much smaller than v2. From the above ex-
pansion one projects out the second coefficient via
v2(pT ) =
1
2π
2π∫
0
d2N(pT ,φ)
pT dpT dφ
cos(2φ)dφ
1
2π
2π∫
0
d2N(pT ,φ)
pT dpT dφ
dφ
. (28)
For the primordial component, we explicitly track the
bottomonium paths through an elliptically expanding
fireball; the pertinent vprim2 is generated entirely due to
path length differences and usually rather small in mag-
nitude [52] (contributions from elastic scatterings are not
accounted for; little is known about such processes). For
the regeneration component, the coalescence expression,
Eq. (24), incorporates the v2 information through the
convolution of the underlying b- and b¯-quark flows. The
total elliptic flow follows as the weighted sum of the two
contributions,
v2(pT ) =
RprimAA (pT )v
prim
2 (pT ) +R
coal
AA (pT )v
coal
2 (pT )
RprimAA (pT ) +R
coal
AA (pT )
.
(29)
D. Open-bottom and bottomonium input cross
sections
The basic quantity to compute below is the nuclear
modification factor, defined as the ratio of yields in an
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pT [GeV] χb(1P )[%] χb(2P )[%] χb(3P )[%] total χb(nP )[%]
6∼8 14.8 3.3 18.1
8∼10 17.2 5.2 22.4
10∼14 21.3 4.0 1.7 27.0
14∼18 24.4 5.2 1.8 31.4
18∼22 27.2 5.5 1.9 34.6
22∼40 29.2 6.0 2.9 38.1
TABLE I: Feeddown fractions from χb(nP ) states to Υ(1S)
from LHCb [53].
AA collision at a given centrality divided by the Ncoll-
scaled yield in pp,
RAA =
NAAY
Ncoll
σpp→Y
σinelpp
. (30)
This has been measured as a function of several variables,
i.e., nucleon participant number (Npart) as a measure of
centrality (which we estimate from the optical Glauber
model), transverse momentum (pT ), rapidity (y), and
collision energy (
√
s). The numerator in Eq. (30) con-
tains the primordial component, which is also propor-
tional to the product of Ncollσpp→Y (times a suppression
factor), and the regeneration component, which is largely
controlled by the open-bottom cross section, σpp→bb¯, in-
dependent of the denominator (although in practice we
will assume a proportionality between open- and hidden-
bottom cross sections).
Feeddowns from higher excited states contribute to
the inclusive production of an observed meson. A de-
tailed summary of feeddown fractions can be found in
Appendix B. For the pT -dependent RAA’s at both RHIC
and LHC energies, we include the pT dependence of the
feeddown in our calculations. By using harder pT spectra
for excited states, but with the same branching fraction
as at low pT , we automatically obtain a larger feeddown
at high pT which is essentially consistent with LHCb Col-
laboration data [53]; cf. Table I.
We slightly update several input cross sections for the
TBS calculations relative to Ref. [28], as summarized in
Table II, but keep the ratio σY
σbb¯
≃ 0.176% as in our pre-
vious work which is within the uncertainty of measured
values. This ratio only affects the regeneration compo-
nent of RAA. In general, the small pp cross sections for
bb¯ pairs render their number less than 1 even in AA col-
lisions at the LHC. Therefore, the corresponding Y equi-
librium limits are in the canonical limit, so that RregAA
is essentially linear in σY
σbb¯
, and thus approximately con-
stant for not too peripheral collisions (for the latter, the
small QGP lifetime implies that the relaxation time ap-
proximation for b-quark diffusion will lead to a noticeable
suppression). Overall, our results for the RAA’s will be
influenced insignificantly by the update of the input pp
cross sections.
For the bottomonium input cross sections at√
s=200GeV we adopt the STAR measurement [54]
of Υ(1S + 2S + 3S), dσdy · Br(µµ¯) = 81 ± 5 ± 8 pb.
We reconstruct σtot1S using the di-muon branching ra-
tios Br(1S → µµ¯) = 2.48%, Br(2S → µµ¯) = 1.93%,
and Br(3S → µµ¯) = 2.18% with cross sections σ2S =
0.33σtot1S and σ3S = 0.15σ
tot
1S (see Appendix B), so that
dσtot1S
dy =
81 pb
1·2.48%+0.33·1.93%+0.15·2.18% ≃ 2.35nb. We use
the same values for open-bottom cross section as in pre-
vious work [28], i.e., σpp→bb¯=3.2µb, with a factor of 0.52
to obtain σpp→bb¯=1.67µb in one fireball (∆y=1.8), or
dσpp→bb¯
dy =0.92µb. This is consistent with the most re-
cent PHENIX results [55]. For simplicity, we use the
same input values for uranium-uranium (U-U) collisions
at 193GeV.
For pp collisions at 2.76TeV, we use the the inclu-
sive Υ(1S) cross section of
dσpp→Υ(1S)
dy =30.3nb for |y|<2.4
based on CMS pp data [31], which is ∼25% smaller
than in Ref. [28]. With
σΥ(1S)
σbb¯
≃ 0.176% this gives
dσpp→bb¯
dy =17.2µb at 2.76TeV for |y|<2.4 which is consis-
tent with the upper range of FONLL calculations [56],
15±6.2µb. We estimate a 10% reduction from |y|<0.9
to |y|<2.4. From a comparison of 7TeV ALICE [57]
and CMS [58] data, we estimate the forward-rapidity
(2.5<|y|<4.0) cross section at about 45% of the mid-
rapidity (|y|<0.9) value, or 50% of the (|y|<2.4) value.
The Υ(2S) cross section is about 33% of inclusive Υ(1S)
as discussed in Appendix B.
At 5.02TeV, we adopt for the inclusive Υ(1S)
cross section the recent CMS pp reference [59, 60],
dσpp→Y
dy =64.0nb (57.6 nb) for |y| < 0.9 (|y| < 2.4), to-
gether with the Υ(1S) over open-bottom ratio of 0.176%
and the same reduction of 55% (50%) from mid-rapidity
|y| < 0.9 (|y| < 2.4) to forward rapidity 2.5 < y < 4.0.
The absolute input cross sections at different energies
for different states for the TBS calculations are summa-
rized in Table. II.
III. BOTTOMONIUM PRODUCTION AT RHIC
We are now in position to present our numerical re-
sults for bottomonium observables in comparison to ex-
perimental data, starting with RHIC energies. Before
presenting and discussing the results for the central-
ity and pT dependencies in Secs. III A and III B, let
us briefly outline our implementation of CNM effects,
which we estimate from d-Au collisions. We assume no
shadowing on open-bottom and bottomonium production
and interpret the STAR measurement of RdAu(1S) =
0.83± 0.15(dAustat)± 0.1(ppstat)± 0.03 (sys) [20] as be-
ing due to nuclear absorption with a Y N absorption cross
section in a range of σabsY =0-3mb (identical for all bot-
tomonia).
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Differential cross section dσ
dy
0.20TeV 2.76TeV 5.02TeV
pp→ Υ(1S)(|y| < 0.5)[nb] 2.35 - -
pp→ Υ(1S)(|y| < 2.4)[nb] - 30.3 57.6
pp→ Υ(1S)(2.5 < y < 4.0)[nb] - 15.1 28.8
pp→ Υ(2S)(|y| < 0.5)[nb] 0.77 - -
pp→ Υ(2S)(|y| < 2.4)[nb] - 10.0 19.0
pp→ Υ(2S)(2.5 < y < 4.0)[nb] - 5.0 9.5
pp→ bb¯(|y| < 0.5)[µb] 0.92 - -
pp→ bb¯(|y| < 2.4)[µb] - 17.2 32.7
pp→ bb¯(2.5 < y < 4.0)[µb] - 8.6 16.4
TABLE II: Summary of input cross sections extracted from
pp collisions used in our calculations. The
dσpp→Y
dy
values at
200GeV are based on STAR data [54]. The value for
dσ
pp→bb¯
dy
is adopted from previous work [28] which is consistent with
PHENIX results [55]. The
dσpp→Y
dy
values at 2.76 and 5.02TeV
for |y| < 2.4 are based on CMS data [31, 59, 60], with a
fixed
σpp→Y
σ
pp→bb¯
ratio of 0.176%, as in previous work [28]. A
50% reduction in the cross sections is assumed when going
from mid-rapidity (|y| < 2.4) to forward rapidity (2.5 < y <
4.0) [57, 58].
A. Centrality Dependence at RHIC
Our results for the RAA(Npart) for inclusive Υ(1S) and
Υ(1S + 2S + 3S) states in Au-Au and U-U collisions are
shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively, in comparison to
RHIC data. We focus on the T -matrix binding scenario
(TBS) with baseline binding strength, η=1.0. The sup-
pression of the inclusive Υ(1S) yield (upper panels) is
mostly due to the excited states (as well as nuclear ab-
sorption), which manifests itself as a stronger suppression
in the combined RAA of Υ(1S+2S+3S) [middle (lower)
panel in Fig. 10 (11)]. Primordial production dominates
but regeneration, in the canonical limit with Nbb¯ < 1
even in central collisions, is non-zero. Our results for U-
U show slightly more suppression than for Au-Au, and
both are generally consistent with the data.
B. Transverse-momentum dependence at RHIC
We proceed to compute Y pT spectra by utilizing their
RAA’s for primordial and regenerated components as ob-
tained in the previous section to form the weighted sum
RAA(pT ) =
dN
prim
Y
pT dpT
+
dN
reg
Y
pT dpT
Ncoll
dN
pp
Y
pT dpT
= RprimAA
dNˆ
prim
Y
pT dpT
dNˆ
pp
Y
pT dpT
+RregAA
dNˆ
reg
Y
pT dpT
dNˆ
pp
Y
pT dpT
(31)
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FIG. 10: Centrality dependence of bottomonium yields in Au-
Au(200GeV) collisions using the baseline TBS (η = 1.0) with
updated feeddowns. The total (red band) and regenerated
(blue lines) contributions are shown for inclusive Υ(1S) (up-
per panel), Υ(1S +2S +3S) (middle panel), and Υ(2S +3S)
(lower panel) production at mid-rapidity (|y|<0.5) and com-
pared to STAR [54] and PHENIX [21] data. The band
width of the total yields is due to CNM effects with σabsY =0-
3mb [20].
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FIG. 11: Centrality dependence of bottomonium yields in
U-U(193GeV) collisions using the baseline TBS with up-
dated feeddowns. The total (green band) and regenerated
(light-blue line) contributions are shown for inclusive Υ(1S)
(upper panel) and Υ(1S + 2S + 3S) (lower panel) at mid-
rapidity (|y|<1.0) and compared to STAR data [22]. The
band width of the total yields is due to CNM effects with
σabsY =0-3mb [20].
where the “hat” indicates a normalized distribution,
∞∫
0
pTdpT
dNˆ(pT )
pTdpT
= 1 , (32)
and the RAA coefficients represent a given centrality
class, e.g., 0-60%. For the normalized pp spectra, we
employ an empirical parametrization,
d2Nˆpp(pT )
d2pT
=
N(
1 +
(
pT
D
)2)A (33)
with fit parameters A=3.0 and D=5.3GeV estimated
from mT scaling from charmonium pT spectra [13]
as baseline. The pT -dependent RAA for 0-60% Au-
Au(200GeV) is shown in Fig. 12. It tends to slightly
overestimate the STAR data, although the lower end of
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FIG. 12: The pT -dependentRAA for inclusive Υ(1S) in 0-60%
Au-Au(200GeV) collisions within the baseline TBS, compared
to STAR data [54]. The red (blue) band is for the total (re-
generation) yield, where the band width of the former is due
to CNM effects with σabsY =0-3mb [20].
the band (with maximal nuclear absorption) is close to
the data, a trend which is also reflected in the centrality-
dependent RAA (recall the upper panel of Fig. 10)
IV. BOTTOMONIUM PRODUCTION IN
2.76TEV PB-PB COLLISIONS
Turning to Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC, we first focus
on
√
s=2.76TeV. To make contact with the earlier em-
ployed SBS [28], we start by revisiting the inclusiveRAA’s
for Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) within the SBS approach (with
vacuum binding energies, massless gluo-dissociation rates
and a quasiparticle EoS, and input cross sections as used
in Ref. [28] with an up to 25% shadowing in central
collisions for both open bottom and bottomonia), but
with updated feeddown fractions [albeit neglecting ex-
plicit feeddown from Υ(3S) and χb(2P ) states]. We then
turn to the TBS calculation with all updates included,
also treating Υ(3S) and χb(2P ) and their feeddown con-
tributions explicitly.
A. Centrality dependence for SBS
We compare the feeddown-updated SBS to the recent
CMS data [31] in Fig. 13; we find fair agreement with the
strong Υ(2S) suppression while the Υ(1S) yields tend to
be somewhat overestimated, essentially due to the now
smaller feeddown. The stronger suppression exhibited by
the forward-rapidity ALICE data [26] cannot be repro-
duced, as before. The bb¯ production cross sections do not
vary strongly enough with rapidity to generate the extra
suppression. In particular, the regeneration contribution
at this energy does not provide a quadratic dependence
on the open-bottom cross section since the bottom yields
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FIG. 13: Centrality dependence of bottomonium production
in Pb-Pb(2.76TeV) collisions within the SBS [28] with up-
dated feeddowns. Upper panel: Υ(1S) (red band) and Υ(2S)
(blue band) at mid-rapidity compared to CMS data [31].
Lower panel: Υ(1S) at forward rapidity compared to ALICE
data [26], where we also show the regeneration contribution
(dotted line). The band widths of the totals in both panels
are due to a 0-25% variation in the shadowing suppression of
the initial bottomonium yields.
are in the canonical limit, i.e., with no more than one bb¯
pair in the fireball.
B. Centrality Dependence for TBS
Next we turn to the results of our updated approach
based on the TBS. Aside from the cross section inputs,
CNM effects are implemented via a shadowing suppres-
sion of both open bottom and bottomonia of up to 15%
at mid-rapidity, estimated from EPS09 NLO calcula-
tions [61] and ATLAS p-Pb data for Υ(1S) [62], and up
to 30% at forward/backward rapidity from p-Pb data
from LHCb [63] and ALICE [64].
The baseline TBS (with η=1.0) provides a fair descrip-
tion of the recent CMS data [31] for both Υ(1S) and
Υ(2S) data; cf. upper panel of Fig. 14. Compared to
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FIG. 14: Centrality dependence of Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) pro-
duction in Pb-Pb(2.76TeV) collisions within the TBS. Up-
per panel: inclusive Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) results at mid-rapidity
for η=0.9, η=1.0 and η=1.1 scenarios compared to CMS
data [31]. The red (blue) band is the total Υ(1S) (Υ(2S))
RAA for baseline η =1.0, the pink (light blue) band is the to-
tal Υ(1S) (Υ(2S)) RAA for η=0.9, the orange (green) band is
the total Υ(1S) (Υ(2S)) RAA for η=1.1, and the yellow (cyan)
band is the Υ(1S) (Υ(2S)) regeneration contribution with
η=1.0. The regeneration components for different scenarios
have tiny differences. The bands reflect the uncertainty due
to shadowing between 0-15%. Lower panel: inclusive Υ(1S)
(red band) and regenerated component (blue band) at for-
ward rapidity for η=1.0, compared to ALICE data [26]; the
bands reflect the uncertainty due to a shadowing reduction
between 0-30%.
the (feeddown-updated) SBS shown in the previous fig-
ure, the additional Υ(1S) suppression appears to be less
than one might have expected given the much reduced
binding energies. The main reason for this is the now
massive thermal quasiparticles in the dissociation rates
(as dictated by a more realistic EoS), which render gluo-
dissociation ineffectively. The addition of the quasifree
rates within the TBS leads to an overall increase of the
rates compared to the SBS, but not by much. The in-
clusion of correlation volume effects leads to an increase
of the regeneration component, while the B-meson reso-
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nance states close to Tpc reduce it. Regeneration is rela-
tively small for the ground state, but amounts to about
∼50% of the Υ(2S) yield in central collisions. This is
somewhat smaller than in the SBS where it is the domi-
nant contribution, which improves the description of the
semi-central and central CMS data [we will elaborate on
the quantitative role of the B-meson resonance states in
the Υ(2S) regeneration contribution in the next section].
The enhanced suppression of the Υ(1S), relative to the
SBS, is welcome in comparison to the forward-rapidity
ALICE data (lower panel of Fig. 14), although the latter
are still significantly overpredicted.
To test the sensitivity of our results to a key in-medium
property of the bottomonia, i.e., their temperature-
dependent binding energy as a measure of color screen-
ing, we additionally display in the upper panel of Fig. 14
the results of calculations where the baseline TBS bind-
ing energies are less (further) reduced, by decreasing (in-
creasing) the in-medium reduction of EB relative to the
vacuum by 10 %; recall Eq. (3). This is implemented
by changing the parameter η=1.0 to η=0.9 (η=1.1), dis-
played by the solid vs. dashed (dash-dotted) lines in
Fig. 1 (recall that η=0 recovers the vacuum binding SBS).
One finds a significant increase (decrease) of the inclu-
sive Υ(1S) RAA, while the Υ(2S) RAA is little affected
[since EB(T ) is already small]. Thus the inclusive Υ(1S)
can in principle serve as a measure of color screening,
provided other modeling uncertainties can be sufficiently
controlled, as originally envisaged in Ref. [27]. In the
following section, we will therefore scrutinize several of
these uncertainties quantitatively. Since η=1.0 provides
a compromise between the CMS and ALICE data, we
adopt this value from hereon as our default (unless oth-
erwise noted).
C. Sensitivity to model parameters for TBS
This section is dedicated to quantify model dependen-
cies unrelated to the in-medium binding energies of the
bottomonium states. Specifically, we will quantify uncer-
tainties in the implementation of the following compo-
nents: (i) B-meson resonance formation, (ii) correlation
volume, (iii) bottomonium formation time, (iv) QGP for-
mation time, (v) fireball expansion, and (vi) b-quark re-
laxation time. We will discuss all these effects relative to
our baseline TBS results (without shadowing), mostly fo-
cusing on (but not limited to) the centrality dependence
of the Υ(1S) RAA at mid-rapidity in Pb-Pb (2.76TeV)
collisions, with selected results also for the Υ(2S) and
Υ(3S).
In the upper panel of Fig. 15 we display the compari-
son of total and regenerated contributions when switch-
ing off the presence of the B-meson resonance states in
the calculation of the Y equilibrium limits near Tpc (re-
call Fig. 8). Without the resonance states, the b-quark
fugacity factor is significantly larger in this temperature
range, leading to an increase in the regeneration (while
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FIG. 15: Upper panel: comparison of Υ(1S), Υ(2S), and
Υ(3S) RAA’s (solid lines: total; dashed lines: regeneration
contribution) for the TBS with and without B-meson reso-
nance states near Tpc, assuming the default switching temper-
ature of T=220MeV. The red/blue curves are with/out res-
onances for Υ(1S), the cyan/yellow curve are with/out reso-
nances for Υ(2S), and the magenta/green curves are with/out
resonances for Υ(3S). Lower panel: sensitivity of the default
scenario to the switching temperature.
the primordial contribution is unaffected). The impact
is most significant for the Υ(2S), where the regenera-
tion contribution increases by close to a factor of 3 in
central collisions. The effect is much less for the Υ(1S)
(at ∼50%, translating into less than 20% for the total),
since in the temperature range where the enhancement of
the fugacity factor is active, the inelastic reaction rate of
the Υ(1S) is already rather small, e.g., ΓΥ(1S)<∼ 10MeV
at T=220MeV. For the Υ(3S) the increase of the re-
generation component is also close to a factor of 3, but
the absolute value of the regeneration contribution in the
RAA is smaller than for the Υ(2S) due to its larger mass
(i.e., smaller equilibrium limit). The relative enhance-
ment of the regeneration components when neglecting
B-meson resonance states is comparable at RHIC en-
ergy (not shown here), but overall less significant due
to the generally larger primordial components compared
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FIG. 16: Sensitivity of Υ(1S) production to the mean b-quark
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tively). Solid (dashed) lines are for the total (regeneration
component of the) Υ(1S) RAA regeneration component
to 2.76TeV.
We note that the calculations published in our recent
papers [5, 65] did not yet include the B-meson resonance
effects, which indeed led to problems with overestimat-
ing the Υ(2S) yields measured by CMS in semi-central
and central Pb-Pb collisions at both 2.76 and 5.02TeV.
This problem is now largely resolved upon inclusion of
this effect, which, as we mentioned above, is consistent
with recent analysis of lQCD results for c-quark suscepti-
bilities [43], and was predicted by T -matrix calculations
with the U potential in Refs. [29, 66]. Thus, the qualita-
tive feature of heavy-light resonances above Tpc is by now
well established, but one still needs to further check its
implementation. Toward this end we show in the lower
panel of Fig. 15 the sensitivity of the Υ(1S) RAA to the
onset temperature assumed for the B-meson formation;
it turns out to be small.
Second, we test the sensitivity to the modeling of the
b-quark correlation volume, Eq. (9), by varying the mean
speed, 〈vb〉, with which the b and b¯ quark expand the ra-
dius of the volume within which canonical (or “diagonal”)
regeneration can occur. A larger speed leads to a larger
correlation volume which increases the available phase
space for b quarks and thus decreases the b-quark fugac-
ity, γb, and the pertinent regeneration yield. This model
component creates a small uncertainty in the Υ(1S)RAA;
cf. Fig. 16.
Third, we test the sensitivity to the formation times,
τform, of the Y states, by varying the default values of
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 fm for Υ(1S), Υ(2S), and Υ(3S), re-
spectively, by ±20%. Larger formation times reduce the
dissociation rates in the early stages thus resulting in less
suppression of the primordial component. This is mostly
relevant for the Υ(1S) whose suppression has the largest
sensitivity to the earliest phases. However, the pertinent
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FIG. 17: Sensitivity of Υ(1S) production to a variation of the
Y formation times by ±20%.
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FIG. 18: Sensitivity of Υ(1S) production to a variation of
the QGP formation time over the range τ0=0.1-0.3 fm/c. The
regeneration component (dashed lines) is virtually unaffected.
variation of its total RAA is below 5%; cf. Fig. 17.
Fourth, we test the sensitivity to the initial QGP for-
mation time, τ0, which controls the initial temperature,
T0. Varying τ0 by ±0.1 fm around the default value of
0.2 fm, which implies a formidable range of initial tem-
peratures of T0≃520-750MeV, produces relatively small
modifications in the Υ(1S) RAA; cf. Fig. 18. One of the
reasons for this is that the Υ(1S) formation times “pro-
tect” it from large dissociation rates in the earliest phase
of the medium evolution. Another reason is that, despite
the large range in temperature, the variation in the ab-
solute time duration is actually rather small (since the
default value is already quite small), so that even rather
large widths do not have a strong impact. This further
implies that pre-equilibrium evolution also has a small
effect on the Y production yields.
Fifth, we have checked the sensitivity to the fireball
expansion parametrization, Eq. (12). When increasing
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FIG. 20: Sensitivity of Υ(1S) production to the b-quark
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Dashed lines are for the regeneration component.
the transverse acceleration by 20%, from aT=0.1/fm to
0.12/fm, both the regeneration contribution and the total
Υ(1S) RAA change by no more than within the typical
line thickness of the baseline curves; cf. Fig. 19.
Sixth, we vary the thermal relaxation time of b quarks,
τb, which controls the time scale for approaching the Y
equilibrium limits. Larger relaxation times cause the
equilibrium limits to be recovered slower which reduces
the regeneration contributions; recall Eq. (11) for the ex-
plicit expression of this implementation. The thermal re-
laxation time of heavy quarks is one of the key transport
parameters in URHICs, being proportional to the spatial
heavy-quark diffusion coefficient via Ds = τQ(T/mQ).
Intense efforts are ongoing to extract this quantity from
open heavy-flavor observables, i.e., from D-meson RAA’s
and v2’s, or, in the future, and more directly related to
the present context, from B-meson observables. Our de-
fault choice of τb=11 fm at a “pivot point” of 2Tc, with
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FIG. 21: Transverse-momentum dependent RAA for inclusive
Υ(1S) (red band) and Υ(2S) (blue band) production and their
regeneration component (pink and light blue bands, respec-
tively) in minimum-bias Pb-Pb(2.76TeV) collisions within the
TBS for η=1.0 at mid- and forward rapidity (upper and lower
panel, respectively), compared to CMS data [31]. The width
of the total bands includes a 0-15% (0-30%) shadowing sup-
pression for |y| < 2.4 (2.5 < y < 4.0), the variation in the tem-
perature window for the regeneration component (also shown
separately) and the uncertainty in the pp baseline spectra.
a mild temperature dependence, approximately reflects
our current knowledge of this quantity (cf. Ref. [67] for a
recent review). Not unexpectedly, the regeneration con-
tribution to the Υ(1S) RAA varies by almost ±20% when
varying this parameter by ±20%; see Fig. 20. However,
the relative variation in the total Υ(1S) RAA is much
smaller, within ±5%. Future analysis of open-bottom
observables to extract the temperature-dependent bot-
tom diffusion coefficient in the QGP will help to reduce
this uncertainty.
D. Transverse-momentum dependence for TBS
For the pp baseline spectra, which figure into the de-
nominator of the RAA(pT ), we use the same expression,
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FIG. 22: Same as upper panel in Fig. 21 but with the regener-
ation component evaluated by a thermal blast-wave approxi-
mation for the respective Y states.
Eq. (33), as given in Sec. III B, but with parameters
A=3.0 (3.0), D=5.8 (6.6)GeV refitted to Υ(1S) (Υ(2S))
spectra at 2.76TeV, as well as A=2.3 (2.3) and D=4.9
(5.9)GeV at 5.02TeV [68–72].
To compute the coalescence component, a temperature
range for the hydro hypersurface has to be specified to
evaluate the b-quark spectra from the Langevin simula-
tions in the hydrodynamic background. This range rep-
resents the window over which most of the regeneration
of the corresponding bottomonium state occurs. Inspec-
tion of the time (temperature) evolution of the regenera-
tion yields reveals that the relevant temperature windows
are T¯reg=220-278MeV for the Υ(1S), T¯reg=183-201MeV
for the Υ(2S) and T¯reg=189-212MeV for the χb states
in minimum-bias (MB) Pb-Pb (2.76TeV) collisions. We
use the upper and lower limits of these windows to define
the uncertainty band for the pT spectra of the regener-
ated bottomonia.
The resulting RAA(pT )’s for Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) are dis-
played in Fig. 21 for the TBS with η=1.0. The inter-
play of primordial suppression and coalescence processes
results in a total Υ(1S) RAA’s with a mild maximum
structure around pT≃mΥ(1S), caused by the regenera-
tion contribution, in approximate agreement with CMS
data [31]. For the Υ(2S), we find an over-prediction at
low pT , which is not really apparent in the centrality-
dependent RAA(Npart) in Fig. 14. However, when in-
stead replacing the regeneration contribution with a ther-
mal blast-wave expression (corresponding to thermally
equilibrated b-quark distributions), the low-pT maximum
structure in the RAA(pT ) becomes more pronounced and
leads to larger deviations from the CMS data, see Fig. 22.
It thus appears that kinetically not equilibrated b-quark
spectra are an important ingredient to properly interpret
the bottomonium pT spectra.
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FIG. 23: The pT dependence of elliptic flow of Υ(1S) (up-
per panel) and Υ(2S) (lower panel) in semi-central Pb-
Pb(2.76TeV) at mid-rapidity within the TBS (η=1.0). In
both panels the blue, green, and red curves are for the regen-
eration component, primordial component and their weighted
sum, respectively, where the band widths reflect uncertainties
from varying the average regeneration temperatures.
E. Elliptic flow for TBS
Based on the bottomonium pT spectra discussed in the
previous section, we provide our predictions for their el-
liptic flow within the framework laid out in Sec. II C 3;
see Fig. 23. The same sources of uncertainties apply as
encoded in the bands for the pT spectra. The resulting
Υ(1S) v2 turns out to be a factor of 2-3 smaller than the
one of the Υ(2S). However, this is not due to the larger
relative contribution of the coalescence yields, since the
latter affects the total weighted v2 for both particles very
little: for the Υ(1S) the coalescence contribution has al-
most no effect on the total v2, while for the Υ(2S) it
increases the total relative to the primordial by up to a
maximum of 1% at low pT≃5GeV, where, however, the
total v2 signal is not even at 2%. Thus, at our predicted
level of coalescence contributions, and due to their con-
centration at low pT where the absolute signal is small,
we conclude that it will be very challenging at best to
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FIG. 24: Centrality dependence of RAA for Υ(1S) (up-
per panel) and Υ(2S) (lower panel) within the SBS in Pb-
Pb(5.02TeV) collisions at mid-rapidity. Red, green and blue
lines represent the total, primordial and regeneration contri-
butions, where the bands reflect a 0-25% shadowing effect.
discern them from the primordial contributions. On the
other hand, the significantly larger total v2 of the Υ(2S)
compared to the Υ(1S) is a more robust signal; it is due
to the fact that the Υ(1S) suppression occurs earlier in
the fireball evolution, where path length differences in
the suppression cannot be sensed as much as they can
for the Υ(2S) where the suppression mechanism is active
to lower temperatures, i.e., later in the fireball evolu-
tion. In other words, a temperature-sequential suppres-
sion, which is widely believed to be at the origin of the
difference of the Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) yields, should also
manifest itself as a difference in their v2, irrespective of
regeneration.
V. BOTTOMONIUM PRODUCTION IN
5.02TEV PB-PB COLLISIONS
We now turn to Pb-Pb collisions at 5.02TeV which
were recently conducted at the LHC., Several new bot-
tomonium data from this run have already become avail-
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FIG. 25: Same as Fig. 24 but at forward rapidity.
able over the course the present work, and we include
those in our discussion. For the fireball evolution, we
have assumed the charged-particle rapidity density, dNchdy ,
to increase by about 22.5%, from 2.76 to 5.02TeV, e.g.,
from 1750 to 2150 in 0-5% central collisions [73]. This
corresponds to an increase of the total entropy in the
fireball from 22000 to almost 27000. With an entropy
density of s ∼ T 3 in the early hot phases, the initial
temperature increases by about 7%. For the charged-
particle rapidity density we implement a reduction of
20% from mid-rapidity, |y| < 2.4, to forward rapidity,
2.5 < y < 4.0 [74], as previously done at 2.76TeV. We
will start our discussion again by recalling the results
from the earlier used SBS in Sec. VA, and then turn to
the centrality, pT , and azimuthal-angle dependencies for
the default TBS in Sec. VB.
A. Centrality Dependence for SBS
We first display our 5.02TeV results for Y production
in the previously used SBS [28] with updated feeddown
fractions (but without explicit treatment of the 3S or 2P
states), at both mid- and forward rapidities, cf. Figs. 24
and 25, respectively. Compared to the SBS results at
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FIG. 26: Centrality dependence of bottomonium RAA’s in
Pb-Pb(5.02TeV) collisions within the TBS (η=1.0). Upper
panel: mid-rapidity Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) (red, blue and
green bands, respectively) compared to CMS data [59, 60];
the bands are due to a 0-15% shadowing suppression. Lower
panel: forward rapidity Υ(1S) compared to ALICE data [75,
76]; the bands are due to a 0-30% shadowing suppression.
2.76TeV, the Υ(1S) suppression slightly increases by up
to ∼5% in central collisions, due to stronger color screen-
ing with increased rates at higher temperature. On the
other hand, the Υ(2S) suppression becomes slightly less
in central collisions at 5.02TeV due to a small increase
in regeneration, while a stronger suppression is found for
peripheral collisions (Npart<∼ 50), where the suppressed
primordial contribution dominates (again for both rapid-
ity regions). This feature is reminiscent of the J/ψ case.
B. Centrality and transverse-momentum
dependence for TBS
Next, we turn to the TBS at 5.02TeV, encoding our
theoretical improvements in the Y transport approach
over the previously used SBS. The centrality dependence
of the RAA for Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) at mid-rapidity is shown
in the upper panel of Fig. 26, and for the Υ(1S) at for-
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FIG. 27: Centrality dependence of the Υ(2S)/Υ(1S) RAA
double ratio in 5.02TeV Pb-Pb collisions at mid-rapidity
within the TBS (with an uncertainty band from in-medium
binding energies for η=0.9-1.1), compared to CMS data [77].
ward rapidity in the lower panel of Fig. 26. They are
compared to CMS data [59, 60] at mid-rapidity and to
ALICE data [75, 76] at forward rapidity, respectively.
The in-medium effects lead to a significantly stronger
suppression of the Υ(1S) relative to the SBS discussed
in the previous section. At the same time, the Υ(1S)
suppression within the TBS is only slightly increased rel-
ative to the 2.76TeV results (recall Fig. 14). The Υ(2S)
RAA also shows a small increase in suppression by about
15%, amounting, however, to only a ∼0.01 change at the
absolute level in the RAA in central collisions. For the
latter, the Υ(3S) is suppressed by another factor of ∼2.
At forward rapidity, the comparison to recent ALICE
data [75, 76], shown in the lower panel of Fig. 26, is more
favorable than it was at 2.76TeV.
Next, we compare our calculations for the Υ(2S)-over-
Υ(1S) double ratio at 5.02TeV to CMS data [77] in
Fig. 27; as to be expected from the agreement with the
individual RAA’s, the calculated double ratio also agrees
fairly well with the observed centrality dependence.
Finally, we extract transverse-momentum dependent
observables from our calculations, starting with the pT
dependence of the RAA for Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) at mid-
and forward rapidities; cf. Fig. 28. Similar to what we
found at 2.76TeV, the Υ(1S) RAA(pT ) exhibits a mild
maximum structure due to the regeneration contribution
computed with non-thermalized b-quark spectra (taken
from Langevin transport calculations at 5.02TeV), at
both mid- and forward rapidities. The calculations ap-
proximately agree with both CMS data at mid-rapidity
(upper panel of Fig. 28) and ALICE data at forward ra-
pidity (middle panel of Fig. 28). The Υ(2S) RAA(pT )
is also similar to 2.76TeV, with a moderate monotonous
rise with pT . The absolute magnitude of the calculated
pT spectra agrees better with the CMS data than at
2.76TeV. We also plot the pT -dependent double ratio at
mid-rapidity in the lower panel of Fig. 28; again, based
on the agreement with the individual RAA(pT )’s in the
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FIG. 28: The pT dependence of Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) yields in
MB Pb-Pb(5.02TeV) collisions at mid and forward rapidities
within the TBS (η=1.0). Upper panel: mid-rapidity Υ(1S)
and Υ(2S) RAA for total (red and blue curves, respectively)
and regeneration components (pink and light-blue curves, re-
spectively), compared to CMS data [59, 60]; the bands reflect
variations due to a 0-15% shadowing suppression and the
average regeneration temperatures (T¯reg) of the two states.
Middle panel: same as upper panel but at forward rapidity
with a 0-30% shadowing range, compared to ALICE data [76].
Lower panel: Υ(2S)/Υ(1S) RAA double ratio compared to
CMS data [77]; the band reflects variations in the T¯reg’s.
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FIG. 29: The pT dependence of elliptic flow of Υ(1S) (up-
per panel) and Υ(2S) (lower panel) in semi-central Pb-
Pb(5.02TeV) at mid-rapidity within the TBS (η=1.0). In
both panels the blue, green, and red curves are for the regener-
ation component, primordial component, and their weighted
sum, respectively, where the band widths reflect uncertainties
from varying the average regeneration temperatures.
upper panel, no surprises are found.
The pT dependence of the elliptic flow for Υ(1S) and
Υ(2S) in mid-central Pb-Pb collisions at mid-rapidity is
displayed in Fig. 29. The v2 for both the primordial and
regenerated Υ(1S) are small, below 2%, since both pro-
cesses occur early in the fireball evolution – essentially
within the first 2fm/c – during which both path length
differences and collective-flow anisotropies are limited.
The v2 is more than doubled for the Υ(2S) in both com-
ponents, which, after an initial rise, levels off at about
4%. As was the case at 2.76TeV, the v2 does not show
a very promising sensitivity to the regeneration compo-
nent, since the latter is rather small and concentrated
at low pT , where the mass effect suppresses the signal.
However, the difference between Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) v2’s
is appreciable; about a factor of ∼2. We note that we
did not include initial geometry fluctuations nor elastic
rescattering of the Y states in the medium (once they
are reasonably tightly bound), which may play a role in
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generating a larger v2 of the primordial component at
high pT or the total yields at small and moderate pT ,
respectively.
VI. EXCITATION FUNCTION
In an attempt to combine the information attained
within our updated TBS approach to Y production from
RHIC to top LHC energy, we compare our results for the
collision energy dependence of the minimum-bias (MB)
RAA’s for Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) to STAR and CMS data at
mid-rapidity in Fig. 30. We find a gradual increase in
the suppression for both states, with a stronger absolute
suppression of the Υ(2S) than the Υ(1S) especially at
the LHC. These features support a sequential suppres-
sion scenario, rather directly reflected in both calcula-
tions and data due to relatively small regeneration contri-
butions. The latter is due to a combination of the small bb¯
cross section (which at current energies does not produce
more than 1 pair per fireball) and the role played by B-
meson resonance formation near Tpc. The possibly most
significant indication for the regeneration contribution is
a hint for a flattening of the Υ(2S) RAA(
√
s) when going
from 2.76 to 5.02TeV, in both data and calculations. The
slight increase in the Υ(1S) regeneration, which is sub-
leading at current energies, is expected to become more
significant at collision energies beyond ∼10TeV.
As pointed out in Ref. [5], the decreasing Y excitation
functions are markedly different from their J/ψ counter-
parts, despite the comparable [or even larger] binding
energy of the Υ(2S) [Υ(1S)]. This lends considerable
support to the overall picture of quarkonium kinetics de-
veloped over the last decade. The relatively large un-
certainty in the CNM effects at RHIC clearly calls for
an improved measurement in p-A d-A collisions at these
energies (interesting effects have also been observed in p-
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FIG. 30: Excitation function the MB RAA of Υ(1S) and
Υ(2S) with TBS compared to STAR [54] and CMS [31, 59, 60]
data at mid-rapidity.
Pb at the LHC [6, 62–64, 78]). At face value, the Υ(1S)
suppression measured by STAR in Au-Au (
√
s=0.2TeV),
which is very similar to the LHC datum at 2.76TeV,
is not easily understood from hot-medium effects alone,
while a larger CNM absorption at RHIC could offer a
natural explanation for this observation. An analogous
situation is present for the J/ψ, where the larger CNM
suppression at the lower SPS energies (
√
s=0.017TeV),
relative to RHIC, is an important ingredient to interpret
the energy dependence of the hot-medium effects [5]. In
addition, a more precise measurement of the Y excited
states at RHIC would go a long way in improving esti-
mates of the Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) dissociation energies.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work we have refined our previ-
ous Boltzmann/rate-equation approach to bottomonium
transport in heavy-ion collisions. The improvements in-
clude the use of in-medium binding energies and their
consequences for dissociation mechanisms and pertinent
rates, a lQCD-based equation of state for the fireball evo-
lution, correlation volume effects for regeneration reac-
tions, and B-meson resonance states appearing close to
Tpc affecting the regeneration transport parameter. In
this way, the approach has been brought to the same
level as employed before for charmonia, and thus enables
interpretations of bottomonium data on an equal foot-
ing. In particular, the role of regeneration contributions,
which are essential for charmonia at the LHC, is a priori
less obvious for bottomonia. In an attempt to augment
possible signatures of those, we extended our calculations
of the centrality dependence of inclusive bottomonium
yields to transverse-momentum spectra and elliptic flow.
Overall, our improved approach allows for a fair de-
scription of existing Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) observables
at RHIC and the LHC, including new data released from
both facilities very recently. We have found that the sup-
pression level of the Υ(1S) RAA at the LHC has a signif-
icant sensitivity to the in-medium binding energy used
in the calculations and thus can, in principle, serve as a
quantitative measure of the screening of the heavy-quark
potential in the QGP. A similar sensitivity at RHIC en-
ergies requires a better control over the CNM effects. At
this point, the LHC data suggest a rather strong heavy-
quark potential which supports Υ(1S) states out to tem-
peratures of T≃500MeV. Inelastic reaction rates can, of
course, break up Υ(1S) states at temperatures well be-
low that. The strong suppression of the Υ(2S), on the
other hand, suggests its melting at much lower tempera-
tures, around T≃240MeV, implying strong screening ef-
fects on the linear (“confining”) part of the heavy-quark
potential in this regime. We also found that the emer-
gence of B-mesons near Tpc, which lowers the equilib-
rium limit of the Y states, reduces the regeneration of
the Υ(2S), which helps in quantitatively describing the
pertinent CMS data at both 2.76 and 5.02TeV. Some
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tension persists between our results and the forward-
rapidity Υ(1S) ALICE data in Pb-Pb(2.76TeV) colli-
sions, which show a stronger suppression than obtained
from our calculations. The regeneration contributions
for both Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) come out at a rather generic
level of around RAA≃ 0.05-0.1 [smaller for the Υ(3S)],
across centrality (for Npart>∼ 100), rapidity and collision
energy (even down to RHIC energies). This is mostly
a consequence of the canonical limit, i.e., small open-
bottom cross sections which limit the number of bb¯ pairs
to either zero or one in a given fireball. In the calcula-
tions of transverse-momentum spectra, the 3-momentum
dependence of the dissociation rates tends to produce a
decrease of the primordial RAA(pT ), which, however, is
counter-balanced by formation time effects at high pT .
For the regeneration component, the inclusion of realis-
tic b-quark spectra, taken from Langevin transport sim-
ulations which do not kinetically equilibrate, turns out
to be significant. Even though the coalescence contri-
bution is not large, a thermal blast-wave approximation
for regenerated bottomonia produces a low-pT enhance-
ment in the RAA(pT ) which is disfavored by the CMS
data (in contrast to the J/ψ case, where a marked low-
pT enhancement is observed). On the other hand, using
the transport b-quark spectra, the regeneration compo-
nent generates a mild maximum structure in the Υ(1S)
RAA(pT ) around pT <∼ 10GeV, which is consistent with
experiment. Our predictions for Y elliptic flow do not
exhibit significant discrimination power between primor-
dial and regeneration mechanisms. However, we predict
a factor of ∼2 larger total v2 for the Υ(2S) than for the
Υ(1S), since the inelastic reactions for the former remain
active to lower temperatures. This should be helpful in
either refuting or corroborating the sequential melting
and regeneration, as opposed to, e.g., statistical produc-
tion of both particles at the same temperature.
Future work should focus on improving the precision
of the approach on several fronts. Our initial checks of
various model components (pertaining to the bulk evolu-
tion, correlation volume, Y formation time and b-quark
thermalization) indicate a promising robustness of our
results, in particular with regards to connecting the ob-
served level of Υ(1S) suppression to the screening of the
fundamental QCD force in the QGP. However, the inter-
play of the early bulk medium evolution with quantum ef-
fects in the bb¯ wave package deserves further studies [79–
82]. This also applies to nonperturbative interactions in
the Y dissociation mechanisms (e.g., by using explicit T -
matrix interactions), which, after all, play a central role
in understanding the strong coupling of individual heavy
quarks diffusing through the QGP. These developments
will improve our understanding of the systematic errors
in the present results and enable a more controlled as-
sessment of the modifications of the fundamental QCD
force in the QGP.
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Appendix A: Inelastic Bottomonium Cross Sections
In this appendix we briefly recollect the expressions
used for the cross sections for the inelastic bottomonium
reactions with quarks and gluons.
For gluo-dissociation, g + Y → b + b¯, we employ the
cross sections derived from the operator product expan-
sion for a Coulombic bound state by Bhanot and Pe-
skin [39],
σY g→bb¯ =
r0
mb
gY (x) (A1)
where r0 is the ground-state radius and
gY (x) =


2
3π
(
32
3
)2 (x−1) 32
x5
for Υ(1S)
2
3π
(
32
3
)2 16(x−1) 32 (x−3)2
x7
for Υ(2S)
2
3π
(
32
3
)2 4(x−1) 12 (9x2−20x+12)
x7
for χ(1P )
(A2)
where x = k0/EB and k0 =
s−m2Y −m
2
g
2mY
is the incident
gluon energy in the quarkonium for a center-of-mass en-
ergy squared:
s = (p
(4)
Y + p
(4)
g )
2 = m2Y +m
2
g +2ωY ωg− 2~pY · ~pg ; (A3)
p
(4)
Y = (ωY , ~pY ) and p
(4)
g = (ωg, ~pg) denote the 4-
momenta of the incoming bottomonium and outgoing
gluon, respectively. The color-Coulomb binding energy
and radius follow the hydrogen form,
E0 =
(
N2 − 1
2N
αs
)2
mb
4
=
(
2αs
3
)2
mb (A4)
r0 =
2
mbαs
(
2N
N2 − 1
)
=
3
2mbαs
(A5)
which slightly differs from the large-Nc limit expressions
E0 =
(
N
2
αs
)2
mb
4
=
(
3αs
4
)2
mb (A6)
r0 =
2
mbαs
(
2
N
)
=
4
3mbαs
(A7)
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underlying the coefficients in Eq. (A2).
In previous work [28], the binding energies in the
SBS were taken at the vacuum values defined by EB =
2mB −mY = 1.1[0.54]GeV for the Υ(1S) [Υ(2S)] with
the coupling constant fixed via the ground-state expres-
sion, Eq. (A4). We here adopt an alternative treatment,
which we believe to be more realistic, by eliminating the
r0 dependence and rewriting the cross section as the first
power in αs times a factor involving the binding energies
using the relation of the bottomonium radius to their
binding energies from the hydrogen model expression.
With σ ∼ r0
mb
∼ αs·r20 ∼ αsmbEB , the cross sections become
σY g→bb¯ =
2αs
3mbE0
gY (x) (A8)
Since the in-medium binding energies of the Y states
are not necessarily small compared to the temperature,
we also include a phenomenological treatment of interfer-
ence effects for the quasifree reaction rates. Starting from
the original expression for the quasifree cross section,
schematically given by σY p→bb¯p(s) ≃
∫ dσY p→bb¯p(s,t,u)
dt dt,
(which includes the t-channel from both quark and gluon
as partons, s- and u-channels from gluon as parton, and
their mixed terms) the interference correction is imple-
mented as
σY p→bb¯p(s) ≃
∫
dt
(
dσY p→bb¯p(s, t, u)
dt
)
×
(
1− sin(
√−tr)√−tr
)
(A9)
(which also influences the pT dependence). To relate
the dependence on the coordinate r to the in-medium
binding energy, EB, we utilize the Coulomb relations
for the two scales p ∼ mbαs ∼ 1r and EB ∼ mbα2s.
One can then either re-express the mass or coupling
constant leading to EB ∼ αsr or EB ∼ 1mbr2 , respec-
tively. To check which relation is more realistic, espe-
cially in the presence of the nonperturbative string term,
we determine the numerical coefficients for each option
from the vacuum binding energy and radius of the Υ(1S)
and then inspect the pertinent prediction for the Υ(2S).
With αs≃0.3, mb≃5GeV and a vacuum binding and ra-
dius ofEB(Υ(1S))≃ 1GeV and r(Υ(1S))≃ 0.2 fm, we find
EB≃3.3αsr or EB≃5 1mbr2 for the two options above. Us-
ing r(Υ(2S))≃0.5 fm then gives EB(2S)≃3.3αsr ≃0.4GeV
or EB(2S)≃5 1mbr2 ≃0.16GeV. Since the first replacement
is closer to the empirical Υ(2S) binding of ∼0.54GeV, we
will adopt it in our calculations.
Appendix B: Feeddowns and pp baseline cross
sections for excited states
In this appendix we detail our implementation for up-
dated feeddown fractions. Starting from Ref. [83], the
direct Υ(1S) cross section is 70%(50%) at low (high) pT ,
on average 67%. The feeddowns to the 1S state are ap-
proximately 17% from 1P , 9% from 2S, 1% from 3S and
6% from 2P and 3S together. The main change from the
previous work of Ref. [28] is from the χb(nP ) states which
now contribute less at low pT [53]; cf. Table. I. Because of
the newly included explicit treatment of the Υ(3S) state,
we implement detailed feeddown fractions discussed be-
low for the TBS calculation. For the SBS calculation, we
only include Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and χb(1P ) states. A correc-
tion from explicitly including Υ(3S) and χb(2P ) states
in the SBS calculation would result in ca. ∼10% more
regeneration for the Υ(2S) and a negligible contribution
to the Υ(1S).
From several experimental data [58, 69–72, 84, 85], we
conclude σ2S ≃ 0.33σtot1S and σ3S ≃ 0.15σtot1S . With
the branching ratios Br(2S → 1S) = 26.7% and
Br(3S → 1S) = 6.6%, we obtain feeddown fractions
of Fd(2S → 1S)=0.33 · 26.7% = 8.8% and Fd(3S →
1S)=0.15 · 6.6% = 0.99%, which are consistent with
Ref. [83].
The cross section ratio of σ(χb2(1P ))
σ(χb1(1P ))
= 0.85 from
Ref. [86] indicates a smaller production of the heavier
1P state. An assumption for the lighter χb0(1P ) with
a ratio σ(χb0(1P ))
σ(χb1(1P ))
≃ 1.5 gives an approximate branching
ratio for the 1P state of
Br(1P → 1S) ≃ Br(χb0(1P )→ 1S) · 1.5
3.35
+
Br(χb1(1P )→ 1S) · 1.0
3.35
+
Br(χb2(1P )→ 1S) · 0.85
3.35
=
1.8 · 1.5 + 33.9 · 1.0 + 19.1 · 0.85
3.35
%
= 15.8% . (B1)
We estimate a 1P cross section of 17%15.8% ≃ 1.08 of the in-
clusive 1S cross section, σ1P ≃ 1.08σtot1S . We estimate the
fraction σ2P
σ1P
≃ 0.8 from Ref. [87] so that σ2P ≃ 0.864σtot1S .
Assuming the same ratio between different χb states
for the 2P multiplet, we estimate
Br(2P → 1S) ≃ Br(χb0(2P )→ 1S) · 1.5
3.35
+
Br(χb1(2P )→ 1S) · 1.0
3.35
+
Br(χb2(2P )→ 1S) · 0.85
3.35
=
0.9 · 1.5 + 10.8 · 1.0 + 8.1 · 0.85
3.35
%
= 5.7%. (B2)
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and
Br(2P → 2S) ≃ Br(χb0(2P )→ 2S) · 1.5
3.35
+
Br(χb1(2P )→ 2S) · 1.0
3.35
+
Br(χb2(2P )→ 2S) · 0.85
3.35
=
4.6 · 1.5 + 19.9 · 1.0 + 10.6 · 0.85
3.35
%
= 10.7% . (B3)
The latter is almost the same as Br(3S → 2S) = 10.6%.
These estimates result in feeddown fractions
Fd(2P → 1S) = σ2PBr(2P → 1S)
σtot1S
= 0.864 · 5.7%
= 4.9% (B4)
and
Fd(2P → 2S) = σ2PBr(2P → 2S)
σ2S
=
0.864 · 10.7%
0.33
= 28% , (B5)
consistent with Ref. [83].
The above estimate furthermore leads to a total cross
section for the higher excited 3S and 2P states of about
1.014σtot1S . With Br(3S → 1S) = 6.6% and Br(2P →
1S) = 5.7, we have
Fd(3S + 2P → 1S)
=
σ3SBr(3S → 1S) + σ2PBr(2P → 1S)
σtot1S
= 0.15 · 6.6%+ 0.864 · 5.7% = 5.9% (B6)
and, with Br(3S → 2S) = 10.6% and Br(2P → 2S) =
10.7,
Fd(3S + 2P → 2S)
=
σ3SBr(3S → 2S) + σ2PBr(2P → 2S)
σ2S
=
0.15 · 10.6%+ 0.864 · 10.7%
0.33
= 33% , (B7)
consistent with Ref. [83].
Since the branching ratios from 3S or 2S to 1P are all
smaller than 1%, we neglect these feeddown channels.
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